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B Category:Compositions for percussive instrumentsQ: What is the catch with using this.name? I'm working on a course on udemy right now, and
the instructor was talking about the use of this.name in Javascript. How does this.name work? I thought the this keyword refers to the

object/instance of the class and that it is not just a part of the type. What am I missing? A: how does this.name work? Objects have properties.
You've probably seen that when accessing a property, you can use either: x.prop1; or this.prop1; Why is it that you don't see this.name? Because
there is no property called "name" on the object. var person = { name: 'Roddy', age: 37 }; person is an object. So it has the properties that I've
declared. person.name; // ==> "Roddy" person.age; // ==> 37 Now I'm going to access a property that doesn't exist. person.z; // ==> undefined
Why does the browser allow this? Because it's a valid way of accessing properties. It is not an error, it's just a way of referencing properties. A:

this only refers to the current instance. the example in the tutorial is attempting to access name of an object that doesn't have one. if object had a
property named name it would work. Name GL_EXT_texture_array Name Strings GL_EXT_texture_array Contact Mark Kilgard, NVIDIA
Corporation (mkilgard 'at' nvidia.com) Status Shipping as part of OpenGL 4.5 Version Last Modified Date: 03/25/2013 OpenGL Extension:

ARB_texture_array Update Contact: mkilgard@nvidia.com Number Accepted into ARB on 05/17 55cdc1ed1c
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